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MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU:  
A UNIT ON MAGNETS 
Grade Level or Special Area: Kindergarten Science 
Written by: Susan Klee, Platte River Academy, Highlands Ranch, CO, Susan Prieto, 

Peak to Peak Charter School, Lafayette, CO, Tiffany Tipton, Normandy 
Elementary, Littleton, CO 

Length of Unit:  Eight lessons (approximately 30-45 minutes each) 
 
I. ABSTRACT 

In this unit, kindergartners will develop an understanding of magnets by exploring and 
experimenting with magnetic attraction.  Students will learn to classify materials by attraction, as 
well as the everyday uses of magnets.  In addition, students will be introduced to the concept of 
magnetism as an invisible force. 

 
II. OVERVIEW 

A. Concept Objectives 
1. Students understand the process of scientific investigation. (Colorado State  

Science  Standard #1) 
2. Students understand common properties, forms, and changes in matter and 

energy. (Colorado State Science Standard #2) 
3. Students understand interrelationships among science, technology, and human 

activity and how they can affect the world. (Colorado State Science Standard #5) 
B. Content from the Core Knowledge Sequence 

1. Identify everyday uses of magnets (pg. 20) 
2. Classify materials according to whether they are or are not attracted by a magnet 

(pg. 20)  
3. Identify shapes of magnets (not from Core Knowledge Sequence) 
4. Classify magnets according to their strength (not from Core Knowledge 

Sequence) 
5. Magnetism works through different medium (not from Core Knowledge 

Sequence) 
6. Law of magnetic attraction: like poles attract, like poles repel (pg. 60) 
7. Iron objects can be magnetized and de-magnetized (not from Core Knowledge 

Sequence) 
C. Skill Objectives 

1. Students will discover what kinds of objects are magnetic. 
2. Students will explore the classroom for magnetic objects. 
3. Students will make predictions about what will stick to a magnet. 
4. Students will identify the different shapes of magnets. 
5. Students will explore the strengths of various magnets. 
6. Students will classify items according to their ability to be attracted by a magnet. 
7. Students will be able to identify that not all metals are magnetic. 
8. Students will test different mediums that magnetic forces will work through. 
9.  Students will explore the forces of magnetic poles. 
10. Students will discover that ring magnets have opposite poles. 
11. Students will identify everyday uses of magnets. 
12. Students will create a magnet using a stronger magnet and a nail. 
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III. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 
A. For Teachers 

1. Hirsch, E.D., Jr. and Holdren. What Your Kindergartner Needs to Know. New 
York: Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc., 1996.  ISBN 0-385-
31841-3. 

2. Fowler, Allan. What Magnets Can Do.  Chicago: Childrens Press, 1995. ISBN 0-
516-06034-1. 

3. Royston, Angela. My World of Science: Magnets.  Chicago: Heinemann   
Library, 2002.  ISBN 158810243-2. 

B. For Students 
1. Ability to work cooperatively in small groups. 
 

IV. RESOURCES 
A. My World of Science: Magnets by Angela Royston (Lessons One and Seven) 
B. What Magnets Can Do by Allan Fowler (Lesson Three) 
C. Science All Around Me: Magnets by Karen Bryant-Mole (Lesson Seven) 
D. Experiment with Magnets and Electricity by Margaret Whalley (Lesson Seven) 
E. Straight Forward Science: Magnetism by Peter Riley (Lesson Seven) 
F. A great bulletin board set: Magnets by Trend Enterprises, Inc. #T-8057;  

UPC: 78628 08057 
 
V. LESSONS 

Lesson One: What is a Magnet? (approximately 30-40 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the process of scientific investigation. (Colorado 

State  Science  Standard #1) 
b. Students understand common properties, forms, and changes in matter 

and energy. (Colorado State Science Standard #2) 
2. Lesson Content  

a. Identify everyday uses of magnets (pg. 20) 
b. Classify materials according to whether they are or are not attracted by a 

magnet (pg. 20)  
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students will discover what kinds of objects are magnetic. 
b. Students will explore the classroom for magnetic objects. 
c. Students will make predictions about what will stick to a magnet. 

B. Materials 
1. Chart paper for KWL chart 
2. Marker 
3. My World of Science: Magnets by Angela Royston 
4. 12 paper bags of mystery objects with the following items in each bag: 

a. a paper clip 
b. a stickie note 
c. a nail 
d. a washer 
e. a sock 
f. a block 

5. 12 magnets to be used with Appendix A 
6. One copy of Appendix A for each student 
7. Pencils – one for each student using worksheets 
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8. 12 magnet wands for Magnetic Walk 
9. Appendix B – No Magnets sign (optional) 
10. Two areas for stations  

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Attract – pull something toward 
2. Magnet – an object that can pull something toward it 
3. Magnetic – something that can be pulled toward a magnet 
4. Investigate – observe something and question what happens 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Seat students on the floor so that they are able to see the KWL chart. 
2. Ask students to tell you what they already know about magnets.  Explain to the 

students that they will be helping you fill in the chart. 
3. As students are telling you what they know, record it in the “K” column of the 

chart. 
4. Next, ask the students to tell you what they would like to learn about magnets. 

Record their responses in the “W” column of the chart. 
5. Next, you will want to give the students a brief history of where magnets came 

from.  The following is a story that tells where magnets came from: 
A long time ago, Ancient Greeks and Romans were aware of magnetism.  They 
had found a mysterious black stone that made certain metals stick to them.  The 
Greeks and Romans had difficulty explaining these strange happenings, and 
many legends were created.  What is a legend?  Accept all answers.  A legend is 
a story that people told and passed down to their children.  This legend was 
about a shepherd from a place called Magnesia.  The shepherds carried wooden 
staffs and covered the ends with iron so that they would not wear out so quickly 
on the rocky ground.  As one shepherd walked with his flock of sheep, he noticed 
that some of the tiny stones in the soil stuck to the iron tip of his staff.  He had a 
hard time pulling the stones off.  He called these stones” magnets” after his 
homeland.  (Adapted from Hands on Minds On Science: Magnets) 

6. Read My World of Science: Magnets by Angela Royston to the class. 
7. After reading the story, tell the students that today they are going to become 

scientists.  Say: A scientist would want to know more about magnets.  So today 
we are going to investigate magnets in our classroom. 

8. On a separate piece of chart paper, write the word MAGNETS at the top.  Under 
the word magnets write the following question: What will stick to a magnet? 
Then divide the chart paper into two columns.  Label one column “Guess” and 
the other column “Results.” 

9. Say: Today we are going to try to answer this question.  Read the question.  A 
good scientist also makes predictions, or a guess.  What types of things do you 
think will stick to a magnet? 

10. As students give answers, record them on the “guess” side of the chart paper. 
11. Say:  Now we are going to investigate.  Explain the two activities to the class. 
12. Say: This is a magnet.   What kinds of things will stick to it? Will it stick to a 

metal doorknob?   Try it out.  Test a few more objects then explain the following 
project steps to the children:  
a. Take a copy of the worksheet (Appendix A) and write your name on it.  

Take a bag of mystery objects. 
b. Look at the first object pictured on the worksheet.  Find the object in 

your mystery bag.   
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c. Hold the magnet to the object.   Does the magnet stick to it?  If it does, 
put an X by the object in the Magnetic Column.  If the magnet does not 
stick to the object, put an X by it in the Nonmagnetic column. 

d. Continue with the remaining objects. 
13. Say: This is a magnetic wand.  Show the wand to the children.  You will take this  
14. Wand and walk around the room with it.  Find things in the room that stick to it 

and things that don’t.  DO NOT get near the computer, television, video and 
audio tapes, boom box, telephone.  Show them where these areas are.  Explain 
that these items will be ruined if they come in contact with a magnet. 

15. You may choose to copy and use Appendix B to place on the objects you do not 
want to come in contact with the magnets. 

16. After explaining both activities to the students, separate them into two groups. 
One group will work on the worksheet with their mystery bags while the other 
group goes on a magnetic walk. 

17. Say: You will need to stay at your station until you hear my signal.  When you 
hear my signal, you will need to stop and listen to hear where to move to next. 

18. Allow the students to begin working.  Allow 5-10 minutes for each group to 
complete each station. 

19. When both groups have finished both stations, bring the students back to the 
front of the room where they can see the KWL chart and the Guess/Results chart. 

20. Gifted and Talented and Special Education Accommodation- Throughout this 
unit for group discussions: Pair students with mixed abilities.  Ask a question.  
Give students 30-60 seconds to discuss possible answers with their partners.  
Then call students randomly for a response.  To make sure it is random, put all of 
their names on index cards, mix up cards each time you call on a student.  You 
may need to cue reluctant students that you will be calling on them next.  If the 
student you call cannot respond, give him/her prompts or allow extra discussion 
time with his/her partner. 

21. Say: Now let’s go back and fill in the results column of our chart.  We need to 
record what will stick to a magnet.  What did you find would stick to a magnet? 

22. Allow time for students to respond.   As they are responding, record their 
answers in the results column of the Guess/Results chart. 

23. Say: Who would like to share something that you learned at your station?   While 
students are responding, write their responses in the “L” column of the KWL 
chart. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Appendix A – Magnetism worksheet 
2. KWL chart 
3. Guess/Results chart 

 
Lesson Two: What Shape is a Magnet? (approximately 20-30 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand common properties, forms, and changes in matter 

and energy. (Colorado State Science Standard #2) 
2. Lesson Content 

a. Identify shapes of magnets (not from Core Knowledge Sequence)  
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students will identify different shapes of magnets. 
B. Materials 

1. KWL chart from previous lesson 
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2. One copy of Appendix C for each student 
3. Crayons  
4. Pencils 
5. Horseshoe magnet 
6. Bar magnet 
7. U-shaped Magnet 
8. Marble magnet 
9. Magnet wand 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Horseshoe magnet – a magnet shaped like a U, ends curve inward  

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Bring the students on the floor where they can see the KWL chart from previous 

lesson. 
2. Ask students what they remember from yesterday’s lesson on magnets.  Review 

column L – what they learned – from yesterday’s lesson. 
3. Tell the students that today they are going to talk about the shapes of magnets. 
4. Tell the students that magnets can be many shapes.  Some magnets are round. 

Other magnets are shaped like a long bar, or a rectangle. 
5. As you are discussing the different shapes of the magnets, show the students the 

magnets you have collected. 
6. Allow the children to hold the different types of magnets as you pass them 

around.  
7. After each student has had a turn to hold the magnets, pass out one copy of 

Appendix C to each student.  
8. Have the students sit at tables.  Each table of students will also need to have 

crayons to use. 
9. After students have written their name on their paper, explain the listening 

activity. 
10. Tell the students that they will need to listen and follow directions in order to 

complete their activity. 
11. When the students are ready to listen, proceed with the lesson. 
12. Special Education Accommodation:  Cut out each magnet shape from 

Appendix C (Shapes of Magnets).  Color each shape the instructed color below.  
Paste each shape to an index card.  As you are giving the directions below, post 
the corresponding index card where all students may see.  (This way you are not 
singling out special needs students.)  

13. Tell the students to color the horseshoe magnet brown. 
14. Tell the students to color the round magnet purple. 
15. Tell the students to color the rod magnet red. 
16. Tell the students to color the bar magnet blue. 
17. When all the students have finished, collect the worksheets for assessing. 
18. As students are going back to their seats, ask them what shapes magnets can be. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Appendix C-Shapes of Magnets 

 
Lesson Three: How Strong is a Magnet? (approximately 45 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the process of scientific investigation. (Colorado 

State Science  Standard #1) 
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b. Students understand common properties, forms, and changes in matter 
and energy. (Colorado State Science Standard #2) 

2. Lesson Content  
a. Classify magnets according to their strength (not from Core Knowledge 

Sequence) 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students will explore the strengths of various magnets. 
b. Students will classify items according to their ability to be attracted by a 

magnet. 
B. Materials 

1. What Magnets Can Do by Allan Fowler 
2. Station One   

a. 40 paper clips per student 
b. 6-10 magnets of various strengths to be shared 
c. One copy of Appendix D per student 
d. One pencil per student 

2. Station Two 
a. 10 paper clips per student 
b. 6-10 magnets of various strengths to be shared 
c. One copy of Appendix E per student 
d. One pencil per student 
e. Crayons 

3. Station Three 
a. One paper clip 
b. 6-10 magnets of various strengths to be shared 
c. One copy of Appendix F per student 
d. One pencil per student 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Attract – pull something toward 
2. Strength – how strong something can be 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Bring the students to the floor where they can see the chart paper. 
2. Review the vocabulary words from the previous lesson, especially the word 

“attraction.” 
3. Read the book What Magnets Can Do by Allan Fowler. 
4. After reading the book, you will need to explain the three activities for the day. 
5. Show the children a cup/container of paper clips.  Say: At the first station you 

will take a paper and write your name at the top.  Have a selection of magnets to 
choose from.  Say: Which magnet do you think will pick up the most paper clips? 
You are going to choose a magnet and draw it in the first box on your worksheet. 
Show the students Appendix D worksheet.  Special Education 
Accommodation: After the child chooses the three magnets, put each on 
Appendix D in the appropriate area.  Have the child work with a partner or 
teacher to count and write the number of clips.  Try it and see how many paper 
clips it will pick up.  Count the number of paper clips that the first magnet picked 
up and write that number in the correct place (show the students where to write 
the number).  Say: Then you will repeat the same experiment two more times with 
two different magnets.  How will you know which magnet is the strongest? (the 
one that picks up the most paper clips). 

6. Say: At the next station you will choose a magnet to make a paper clip train. 
First pick up one paper clip with the magnet.  Demonstrate.  Say: Now, you will 
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take a second paper clip and touch it to the end of the first paper clip, and try to 
get it to stick.  Demonstrate. 

7. Say: You will continue doing this until no more paper clips will stay on the train. 
8. Say: Then you will repeat the same experiment two more times with two different 

magnets. Special Education Accommodation: Have the child compare two 
magnets, not three. How will you know which one is the strongest? (the one that 
makes the longest train)  

9. Show the students Appendix E worksheet.  Say: After you have completed your 
paper clip train, you will need to color a paper clip for every one that stayed on 
your strongest magnet that made the longest train. 

10. Say: At the last station, you will be playing the paper clip grab game.  Show the 
students Appendix F worksheet.  Special Education Accommodation: Color the 
T line red.  Color the other lines green and show the child that the magnet goes 
on the red line and the paper clip goes between the green lines. 

11. Say: You will be using different magnets for this game.  Place the magnet on the 
line at the top of your paper so that the bottom of your magnet touches the top of 
the T line.  Demonstrate. 

12. Say: Next you will place a paper clip on the furthest line from the magnet.  Does 
it jump to the magnet?  Continue to move the paper clip closer on each line.  
Once you have found the line where the paper clip will jump to the magnet, write 
the number one on that line.  Now, choose a different magnet.  Try the 
experiment again.  When you find the line where the paper clip will jump to this 
magnet, write a number two on that line.  Then you will choose one more magnet.  
Try the experiment again.  Once you find the line where the paper clip will jump 
to the magnet, write a number three on that line.  How will you know which 
magnet is the strongest?  (the magnet that pulls the paper clip from the furthest 
line)  Special Education Accommodation:  Have the student compare two 
magnets instead of three magnets. 

13. Ask the students if they have any questions about any of the stations. 
14. Next you will divide the class into three groups.  Assign each group to a station 

at which they will start. 
15. Say: Stay at your station until you hear my signal. You will have about 10 

minutes at each station. When you hear my signal, stop working and listen to 
where you will need to move. 

16. Allow students to begin working. Allow 10-15 minutes for each group to 
complete each station. 

17. Special Education Accommodation:  (This accommodation can be used 
throughout this unit when students are moving from station to station.)  Direct 
students where they’ll move.  Then have them point to where they are going 
BEFORE they move.  Correct students as needed. 

18. After all three groups have completed the three stations, bring the students back 
onto the floor so that they can see the KWL chart.  

19. Say: Who would like to share something that they learned at their station? 
Possible question: 
a. How did you know which magnet was the strongest at each station? 

20. Allow time for students to share. 
21. Say: What can you tell me about the strength of magnets? (they are not all the 

same strengths) Would anyone like to add anything to our KWL chart? 
22. Allow time for students to respond. As they are responding, record their 

responses under the “L” column on the KWL chart.  
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E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Appendix D – Paper Clip Attraction 
2. Appendix E – Paper Clip Train  
3. Appendix F – Paper Clip Grab 

  
Lesson Four: Will Magnets Stick to All Metals? (approximately 30 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the process of scientific investigation. (Colorado 

State  Science  Standard #1) 
b. Students understand common properties, forms, and changes in matter 

and energy. (Colorado State Science Standard #2) 
2. Lesson Content 

a. Classify materials according they are or are not attracted by a magnet 
(pg. 20) 

3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students will classify items according to their ability to be attracted by a 

magnet. 
b.  Students will be able to identify that not all metals are magnetic. 

B. Materials 
1. A piece of aluminum foil 
2. Aluminum can 
3. Washer 
4. Quarter 
5. A paper clip 
6. A ring 
7. One copy of Appendix G per student 
8. One marker per student 
9. A magnet for the teacher 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Magnetic – something that can be pulled toward a magnet 
2. Aluminum – a light silver colored metal 
3. Washer – a ring that fits between a nut and a bolt to give a tighter fit or prevent a 

leak 
4. Iron – a hard metal 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Bring students on the floor where they can see the KWL chart. 
2. Review what they have learned from the previous lessons. Possible discussion 

questions are: 
a. What have we learned about magnets so far? 
b. What can you tell me about the strength of magnets? 
c. What shapes are magnets? 

3. Display a group of items for the students to look at. Items should include: 
aluminum foil, aluminum can, washer, quarter, paper clip, and ring. 

4. Say: Which items will stick to a magnet? How can we find out? 
5. Pass out one copy of Appendix G to each student as well as a marker to each 

student. 
6. Say: You will be making predictions, or guesses, about what you think will stick 

to a magnet. Remember that your guess does not have to be correct. Your guess 
is just what you think will happen. Do not try to change your guess if it turns out 
to be incorrect. 
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7. Begin with the first item. Hold up the piece of aluminum foil. Say: Will this stick 
to a magnet? Have the students make their guess on their worksheet. They will 
need to circle their guess using their marker in the guess column of their 
worksheet before you can try it out. 

8. After each student has made his/her guess, use any type of magnet to see if it will 
stick to the item. After you have tried it, say: did it stick? The students will need 
to mark if the magnet stuck (magnetic) or did not stick (non- magnetic) in the 
results column on their worksheet. 

9. Special Education Accommodation: Color code Appendix G-Will It Stick?  
Make the “guess” columns yellow and the “results” columns light blue. 

10. Go on to the next item and repeat the same process. Continue until you have used 
each item. 

11. When all of the students have completed their worksheets, collect their 
worksheets.  

12. Bring the students back together on the floor for a class discussion. Possible 
discussion questions are: 
a. What did we learn will stick to a magnet? 
b. What did we learn will not stick to a magnet? 
c. What do you find that is similar about all of the objects that will not 

stick? (made of aluminum) 
d. What do you find that is similar about all of the items that would stick? 

(they have iron, they are not aluminum) 
13. You will want to lead the discussion so that students understand that magnets 

stick to metals that contain iron. Magnets will not stick to items that contain 
aluminum. 

14. As a class, sort the items into two piles. The piles should be what was magnetic 
and what was not magnetic. 

15. Ask the students: What did you learn about magnets today? (not all metals will 
stick to magnets)  

16. Allow time for response. As they are responding, record their responses in the 
“L” column of the KWL chart. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Oral questioning strategy: As the students are lining up for recess or to go home, 

ask each student a different question. If he/she answers the question correctly, 
he/she may line up. If he/she answers the question incorrectly, he/she will get 
another turn. An example question could be:  “Will a magnet stick to the 
doorknob?” or “Will a magnet stick to my shoe?”  

 
Lesson Five: Will Magnets Work Through Objects? (approximately 30-40 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the process of scientific investigation. (Colorado 

State  Science  Standard #1) 
b. Students understand common properties, forms, and changes in matter 

and energy. (Colorado State Science Standard #2) 
2. Lesson Content 

a. Magnetism works through different medium (not from Core Knowledge 
Sequence) 

3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students will test different medium that magnetic forces will work 

through. 
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B. Materials 
1. Station One 

a. A box  (an empty copy paper box works well) 
b. Sand (approximately one inch deep) 
c. A nail 
d. A screw 
e. A ring 
f. A magnetic marble 
g. A key 
h. A paperclip (be sure all of the above items are magnetic) 
i. One fairly strong magnet 
j. One copy of Appendix H per students 
k. One crayon per student 
l. One Ziploc per student to collect iron filings 

2. Station Two 
a. A small, clear, plastic drinking cup 
b. A paper clip 
c. A magnet 
d. Water 

3. Station Three 
a. One copy of Appendix I per student 
b. One colored paper clip per student 
c. One magnet wand per student 

4. One copy of Appendix J per student 
5. One pencil per student  
6. Extension using Total cereal 

a. Ziploc bags 
b. Total cereal 
c. Water 
d. Strong magnet 

7. Extension using Story Box 
a. Shoe box or small box 
b. Materials to create scenery 
c. Paper to create characters 
d. Scissors 
e. Colored pencils, crayons, or markers 
f. Tape 
g. Paper Clips 
h. Magnet 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Force – power that makes things move 
2. Iron filings – small pieces of iron 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Bring the students to the floor where they can see the KWL chart. 
2. Review what the students have learned from previous lessons. Possible 

discussion questions are: 
a. What did you learn about objects that will stick to magnets? 
b. What metals will not stick to magnets? (aluminum) 
c. What metals will stick to magnets? (metals with iron) 
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3. Say: Today we are going to do some more experiments. We are going to see if 
magnets will work through objects. Do you think a magnet will work through 
water? Will a magnet work through sand? Will a magnet work through a table? 

4. Allow students to make predictions about each question.  
5. Say: Today you will be using stations again to find out the answers to these 

questions. 
6. Say: At the first station, you are going to see if a magnet will work through sand. 

Show students the box of sand. Say: Using your magnet, your will drag the 
magnet right across the top of the sand. When your magnet finds an object, pull it 
out of the box and everyone will color the smiley face on his/her own worksheet. 
Show the students Appendix H worksheet.  

7. Say: Hand your magnet to another person at your station. The next person drags 
the magnet through the sand until their magnet finds an object. Continue passing 
around the magnet until all of the objects on the worksheet have been found. 

8. Say: You may notice little black iron filings attached to your magnet. 
Demonstrate. Say: I did not put those in the sand! It’s in all sand and occurs 
naturally. If you want to keep the filings, you may place them in a plastic bag and 
take them home.  

9. Say: At the next station, you will be using a cup of water with a paper clip inside. 
You will try to get the paper clip out of the water without getting your fingers or 
the magnet wet and without dumping the water out of the glass. You will be using 
a magnet to get the paper clip out of the water.  

10. Say: At the last station, you will be having a magnet race. Each of you will have 
your own game board, a magnet wand, and a paper clip. Show the students 
Appendix I worksheet. Special Education Accommodation: On Appendix I-
Race to the Cheese- color the path for the paper clip (mouse) yellow. Say: You 
will need to choose a starter in your group. When the starter tells you to go, you 
will place your magnet wand under the table and move your paper clip through 
the game board. The first person to get their paper clip to the finish line wins.  

11. Ask the students if they have any questions about the stations. 
12. Divide the class into three groups. Assign each group to a station.  
13. Say: Remember to stay at your station until you hear my signal. When you hear 

my signal, stop and listen so that I can tell you where to move to. You will have 
5-10 minutes at each station. 

14. Allow students to begin working.  
15. Special Education Accommodation: (This accommodation can be used 

throughout this unit when students are moving through different stations.)  Give a 
two minutes warning before signaling to go to the next station. 

16. After all three groups have completed all the stations, bring the students back 
together on the floor.  

17. Say: What did you discover about magnets today? (they will work through 
objects) 

18. Say: Would you like to add what you learned to our KWL chart? Allow students 
to respond. Record responses in the “L” column of the KWL chart. 

19. Optional Extension: Put a 1/4-1/2 cup of Total cereal and 1/4-1/2 cup of 
water in a plastic Ziploc bag. Allow mixture to sit for approximately 45 minutes 
until it becomes a soup like consistency. Using a very strong magnet, run the 
magnet along the outside of the bag. Notice that there are iron filings following 
the magnet! Total is fortified with iron.  

20. Using a shoe box, create a story setting from one of the Core Knowledge stories. 
Create separate paper story characters, taping a paper clip to the back of each 
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character. Retell the story using the story box with a magnet applied to the back 
of the box and the characters inside of the box. Allow students to retell the story 
using the box as well. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Pass out one copy of Appendix J to each child. Students will need to draw the 

three medium that they discovered that magnets worked through. 
 

Lesson Six: Will It Attract or Repel? (approximately 30-40 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the process of scientific investigation. (Colorado 

State Science Standard #1) 
b. Students understand common properties, forms, and changes in matter 

and energy. (Colorado State Science Standard #2) 
2. Lesson Content 

a. Law of magnetic attraction: like poles attract, like poles repel (pg. 60) 
3. Skill Objective(s) 

a. Students will explore the forces of magnetic poles. 
b. Students will discover that ring magnets have opposite poles. 

B. Materials 
1. Bar magnets- one for each child in class 
2. One pencil for every four students in class 
3. Four or five ring magnets for every group of four in class 
4. One copy of Appendix K per student 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Repel- to push away 
2. Attract-(review word) pull toward or to come together 
3. Force-power that makes things move 
4.  Pole – part of a magnet that has the strongest attraction 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Review what the students have already learned.  Refer to the KWL chart (Know, 

Want to Learn and Learned) Some possible review questions: 
a. What sticks to magnets? 
b. What does not stick to magnets? 

2. Say: Every magnet has two poles, a North Pole and a South Pole.  Poles that are 
the same North-North or South-South, repel each other.  That means they push 
each other away.  Poles that are opposites, North-South attract each other or 
pull together.   

3. Divide students into partners. Say: Work with your partner, put the ends of the 
two bar magnets together.  Do the ends repel or attract?  Then turn on of the bar 
magnets around and put the ends together again.  What happened? 

4. Allow time to discuss results. 
5. Say: When you try to put two like poles together (North-North or South-South), 

you can feel the magnetic force or power, pushing the poles apart.  For the next 
activity, you will use five ring magnets, a pencil and some clay.  Show the 
students the ring magnet.   You will be working in groups of four.  Each of you 
will have a job. 

6. Divide the students into groups of four.  Give them assignments by counting off 
1-4.  As you count, have each child put that many fingers in the air.    

7. Special Education Accommodation: Hand out written numbers 1-4 with 
corresponding dots, instead of having the students use fingers. 
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8. Say: If you are a one, come and get the materials. (Pencil, a piece of modeling 
clay, and five ring magnets.) 

9. After the groups have their materials, say: If you are a two, put the clay on the 
table and make the pencil stand in the clay (vertically- demonstrate for students). 

10. After groups have pencils secured, say: If you are a three, one at a time, slide the 
ring magnets onto the pencil.  If any magnet sticks tightly to another magnet, 
remove it, turn it over and place it back onto the pencil. 

11. Listen for oohs and aws…say: If you are a four, push down on the top magnet. 
12. Ask and discuss: Why don’t the magnets stick together while on the pencil?  (The 

same poles are facing each other) 
13. Have students put into their own words what they learned today.  Add it to the L-

on the KWL chart, for what they Learned. 
E. Assessment/Evaluation 

1.  Appendix K - Attract or repel checklist 
 

Lesson Seven: How Are Magnets Used? (Approximately 30-40 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand interrelationships among science, technology, and 

human activity and how they can affect the world. (Colorado State 
Science Standard #5) 

2. Lesson Content 
a. Identify everyday uses of magnets (pg. 20) 

3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students will identify everyday uses of magnets. 

B. Materials 
1. Science All Around Me: Magnets by Karen Bryant-Mole 
2. Experiment with Magnets and Electricity by Margaret Whalley (p. 7, picture of 

magnetic levitation train) 
3. My World of Science: Magnets by Angela Royston (pp. 18-19 picture of 

compass)  
4. Straight Forward Science: Magnetism by Peter Riley (pp. 25-29) 
5. Everyday magnetic samples: credit cards, audio tapes, video tape, telephone, 

computer screen, magnetic computer disc, boom box, etc. 
6. Large bowl of water-one for every two students 
7. Small bar magnet- one for every two students 
8. Margarine lid or similar lid- one for every two students 
9. Large bag (need about 75 pieces) of Fun Foam Cut Shapes 
10. 24 small disc magnets-for back of their refrigerator magnets-enough for each 

child in class 
11. Glue – Tacky glue works best 
12. One copy of Appendix L per student 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Recycling-use again 
2. Review: attract-pull toward something; repel-to push away 
3. Maglev- magnetic levitation- magnets that repel, one magnet floats above 

another 
4. Audio tape- a tape that stores sound 
5. Video tape- a tape the stores pictures/movies 
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D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Review what we have learned in this unit.  Refer to the KWL chart.  Some 

possible review questions: 
a. What happens if you put two magnets together? (They stick together) 
b. What else can happen? (They push apart) 
c. Why does that happen? ( The poles are alike/different) 

2. Say: Today we are going to look at everyday uses of magnets. 
3. Read Science All Around Me: Magnets by Karen Bryant-Mole. 
4. Ask: What are some ways we use magnets everyday?  Review book if necessary. 
5. Say: There are many other uses of magnets.  Remember the ring magnets on a 

pencil?  There are trains in Japan and Germany that have no wheels.  The trains 
float on magnetism just like our magnets on the pencil.  The magnets under the 
train and on top of the rail repel each other.  Show them a picture of a maglev 
train on p. 7 of Experiments with Magnets and Electricity.   

6. Say: Other uses are magnetic tape that holds information.  Show them various 
examples: credit card (strip), audio tape, video tape, computer discs, etc.  
“Magnets are also used in audio equipment, telephones, computer screens and 
television screens.”  Show students any or all of those items and/or refer to 
Straight Forward Science: Magnetism by Peter Riley pg. 25-29.   

7. Say: Scientists have discovered that the earth is one huge magnet.  One pole is 
called the magnetic north pole and the other is the magnetic south pole.   

8. Today we are going to make a compass.   A compass uses a magnet to tell you 
which direction you are moving.  The compass needle always points north.  
Sailors, hikers and pilots all use compasses.   

9. You will take a magnet and float it on a margarine lid, in a larger bowl of water. 
Demonstrate for students.  The water provides a free moving medium for the 
magnet to float.  Say: Turn the magnet and watch what happens.  One end of the 
magnet always points to north and the other end always points south.  Try to 
make it point the other way and it will correct itself!  Remember, the earth is a 
huge magnet, so the poles are attracted to each other.  Refer to My World of 
Science: Magnets, p. 18-19 for picture of compass and homemade compass. 

10. Say: You will also make a refrigerator magnet today.  Take one, two or three 
pieces of fun foam shapes.  Glue them together to create a design.  Glue one 
small magnet to the back of your design.  Now you have a fun refrigerator 
magnet. It can hold notes and pictures to your refrigerator. Demonstrate the 
process while giving directions. 

11. Divide the students into two groups.  One group experiments with the homemade 
compasses, while the other group will work on the refrigerator magnets.  Say:  
On my signal we will switch activities.  Give them a two minute warning before 
the final switch signal. 

12. Gather students together and discuss what they learned today.  Add it to the 
KWL chart the L section for what they Learned. 

13. Explain homework: Have your parents help you find magnets in your house.  In 
the squares, draw a picture of each magnet you find.  See appendix L.  Count 
how many magnets you find in the kitchen, bathroom, outside, in your bedroom 
and all together.  Write the numbers.  Demonstrate. 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Appendix L - Magnets in the Home 
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Lesson Eight: Can You Make a Magnet? (approximately 30-40 minutes) 
A. Daily Objectives 

1. Concept Objective(s) 
a. Students understand the process of scientific investigation. (Colorado 

State Science  Standard #1) 
b. Students understand common properties, forms, and changes in matter 

and energy. (Colorado State Science Standard #2) 
2. Lesson Content 

a. Iron objects can be magnetized and demagnetized (not from Core 
Knowledge Sequence) 

3. Skill Objective(s) 
a. Students will create a magnet using a stronger magnet and a nail. 

B. Materials 
1. A large nail (not too sharp) for each student 
2. Approximately 10 strong magnets (to be shared) 
3. A hard-surfaced floor (concrete works great) 
4. One copy of appendix M for the teacher 
5. Chalkboard or dry erase board, chalk or marker 
6. KWL chart 
7. Marker to add to the KWL chart 

C. Key Vocabulary 
1. Atom- the smallest particle that makes up you or anything else 
2. Iron – a hard metal 

D. Procedures/Activities 
1. Review what students have learned about magnets.  Refer to the KWL chart as 

necessary.  Possible questions: 
a. What things are attracted to magnets?  Not attracted? 
b. What are magnets used for? (possible answers: refrigerator to hold items, 

to keep cabinet and refrigerator doors shut, trains, sound systems, audio 
and video tapes, etc) 

2. Say:  Things that are magnetic (stick to magnet) are materials that have iron in 
them.  You can take an iron object, like a nail and make it into a magnet.  Things 
like a nail, is made of tiny things called atoms.  These atoms are all mixed up and 
point in many directions.  If you line them all up so that they point in the same 
direction, you will make a weak magnet.  

3. Have 5-6 students come up to the front of the class.  Have each students stand in 
a line, but facing different directions.  Say: This is like a nail that is not a magnet.  
Each student is that tiny part of the nail, called the atom.  Now if we rub the nail 
along one end of a magnet, the atoms will line up to make a magnet.  Have the 
students all stand facing the same direction. (See appendix M-draw a giant 
representation of this on the board). 

4. Say: Today you are going to make a weak magnet.  You will take the nail and 
first test it to see if it will pick up a staple (demonstrate).  If it does, let me know 
and I will give you another nail that won’t pick up a staple.  Now you need to 
make that nail so it will pick up the staple.  Rub the nail at least 25 times one 
way, along the same end of the magnet (North or South pole, but not both). 
Demonstrate. 

5. Test your nail.  Will it pick up the staple now?  If it does, you made a weak 
magnet.  If it doesn’t, rub it 25 more time along one end of the magnet.  Do NOT 
rub back and forth.  Only rub it in one direction.   
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6. Allow students approximately 10 minutes to make their magnets.  Have students 
share magnets as needed. 

7. Ask students: Now that you have made a magnet and made all of the atoms line 
up; how can we mix the atoms up again? (Point to illustration on board. Accept 
all answers) 

8. Once students have a magnetized nail, have them drop the magnet onto a hard 
surface, 2-3 feet down, approximately 10-20 times.  This will mix the atoms.  
Have the students try to pick up the staple again.  If it does not pick up the staple, 
they have successfully de-magnetized, or mixed up the atoms again.  If the nail 
does pick up the staple, have the student drop the nail 10 more times and try 
again.  Allow students to make their nails into magnets again and take them 
home. 

9. Regroup students so that they can see the KWL chart.   
10. Ask students: What did you learn about magnets today? (you can make a magnet 

and you can break or mix up a magnet)  Add this to the L (what we learned 
section of the chart). 

E. Assessment/Evaluation 
1. Students produce a magnetized nail 

 
VI. CULMINATING ACTIVITY  

A. Gather the students together so that they can see the KWL chart.  Discuss what they have 
learned throughout this Magnets Unit.  Some possible questions:  What is a magnet?  
(Something that pulls iron objects toward it)  What is and is not attracted to a magnet?  
What shapes are magnets?  How strong are magnets? (Different strengths)  What can 
magnets work through? (Water, sand, table)  How can you make a magnet? (Rub a nail 
along a magnet)  How are magnets used? (Refrigerator, recycling, junkyard cranes, 
audiotapes, videotapes, computers, televisions, telephones, etc).   

B. Hand out Appendix M (Magnet Quiz) Instruct students to write their names at the top.  
Explain that they will mark either yes (smiley face) or no (sad face) for each answer by 
circling.  Demonstrate as necessary.  Read the questions aloud.  Allow time for students 
to respond.  When page one is completed, give directions to circle all items that a magnet 
will attract.  Collect quizzes for assessment. 

C. Gather students together.  Say:  Now that you are magnet experts, we are going to write a 
class book about magnets.  (This is a non-threatening means to assess students.)   Have a 
sheet of plain white paper for each student.  Ask: What did you learn about magnets?  
Accept any reasonable answer.  Have each student write and illustrate a page for the 
book.  Collect the pages and create a class book about magnets.  Don’t forget the Title 
and Authors.   

D. Gather the students together to create a song about magnets.  See Appendix N. 
 
VII. HANDOUTS/WORKSHEETS 

A. Appendix A: What’s Magnetic? 
B. Appendix B: “No Magnets” Sign 
C. Appendix C: Shapes of Magnets 
D. Appendix D: Paper Clip Attraction 
E. Appendix E: Paper Clip Train 
F. Appendix F: Paper Clip Grab 
G. Appendix G: Will it Stick? 
H. Appendix H: Buried Treasure 
I. Appendix I: Race to the Cheese Game Board 
J. Appendix J: Object Drawing Assessment 
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K. Appendix K: Attract/Repel Checklist 
L.  Appendix L: Magnets in the Home 
M. Appendix M: Making a Magnet 
N. Appendix N: Magnet Quiz 
O. Appendix O: Magnet Song 
P. Appendix P: Additional Magnet Songs 
Q. Appendix Q: Mighty Magnet Award 
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Appendix A 
 

What’s Magnetic? 
 

Name __________________________ 
 

Mystery Bag Objects 

 
No   Yes   

 
Paper clip 

  

 
Sticky Note 

  

 
Nail 

  

 
Washer 

  

 
Sock 

  

 
Block 

  

 
 
 

(Adapted from Investigation Station)
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Appendix B 
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Appendix C 
 

Shapes of Magnets 
 

Name ____________________________ 
 

 
 

(Adapted from Hands-On Minds-On Science: Magnets)
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Appendix D 
 

Paper Clip Attraction 
 

Draw the magnet: 

 

 

How many  
can this magnet pick up? 

 
1st magnet It picked up 

 
 

_____________  

2nd magnet It picked up 
 
 

______________  

3rd magnet It picked up 
 
 

_____________  
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Appendix E 
 

Paper Clip Train 
 

Name ______________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       For the longest train 
       (strongest magnet): 
 

       Color a  
       for every one that stays on 
       to make a train. 
 
 

(Adapted from: Hands-On Minds-On Science: Magnets) 
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Appendix F 
 

Paper Clip Grab 
 

Name ___________________ 
 
 

l 
____________l____________ 

 
 
 
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 
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Appendix G 
 

Will it Stick? 
 

Name ___________________ 
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Appendix H 
Buried Treasure 

Name________________________ 
 
           Picture of Items     Color if Found 

 
Nail 

☺ 
 

Screw 
☺ 

 
Ring 

☺ 

 
Magnetic marble 

☺ 

 
Key 

☺ 

 
Paper clip 

☺ 
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Appendix I 
 

Race to the Cheese 
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Appendix J 
 

Object Drawing Assessment 
 

Name _____________________ 
 
Draw three objects that magnets will work through. Can you 
find a fourth object? 
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Appendix K 
 

ATTRACT/REPEL CHECKLIST 
 

Student’s Name ___________________________ 
 
Date ______________________ 
 
 
1. Show me how the two magnets stick or attract. 
 
 Student is able to demonstrate  yes   no 
 
 Teacher comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Show me how the two magnets push away or 
repel. 
 
 Student is able to demonstrate     yes    no 
 
 Teacher comments: 
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Appendix L 
 

Magnets in the Home 
 

Name _______________________________ 
How many magnets can you find in your home?  
Parent instructions: Help your child find magnets around the house. (don’t 
forget cabinet closures, telephone, computers, tapes) Help your child fill in 
the blanks below. 
 
I found  __________________  magnets in the kitchen. 
 
I found  __________________  magnets in the bathroom. 
 
I found  __________________  magnets in my bedroom. 
 
I found  __________________  magnets outside. 
 
I found  __________________  magnets  ___________________. 
 
I found a total of ________________ magnets. 
 
Draw a picture of some of the magnets you found. 

 
(Adapted from Hands-On Minds-On Science: Magnets)
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Appendix M 
 

Making a Magnet 
 
 

 
 

Nail – not magnetized 
 
 

 
 

Nail - magnetized 
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Appendix N, page 1 
 

Magnet Quiz 
 

Name _______________________________ 
 

1. Are all magnets the same shape? 

 ☺     
 YES       NO 
2. Are all magnets the same strength? 

 ☺     
 YES       NO 
3. Can magnets work through water? 

 ☺     
 YES       NO 
4. Can magnets push? 

 ☺     
 YES       NO 
5. Can you make a magnet? 

 ☺     

 YES       NO 
6. Which object does not use a magnet? 
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Appendix N, page 2 
 

Magnet Quiz 
Name ______________ 

 
Directions: Circle the items that a magnet will attract. 
  Put an X on the items that a magnet will not attract. 
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Appendix O 
 

Write a Magnet Song 
 

The Magnet Song 
(Sung to the tune of Three Blind Mice) 
 
Magnets, magnets, magnets. 
Magnets, magnets, magnets. 
Magnets can pick up ________________________. 
Magnets will stick to ______________________. 
They cannot pick up ________________________. 
They will not stick to _____________________. 
They can attract, they can repel. 
Magnets, magnets, magnets! 
 
 
 
 
 
The Magnet Song  (Version II) 
(Sung to the tune of Three Blind Mice) 
 
Magnets, magnets, magnets. 
Magnets, magnets, magnets. 
Magnets pick up ________________________. 
Magnets stick to _______________________. 
They come in many shapes and sizes. 
They have a north and south pole. 
They can attract and they can repel. 
Magnets, magnets, magnets. 
 
 
 
 
 
(Adapted from Teacher Created Materials, Inc., Thematic 
Unit-Magnets) 
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Appendix P 

 
Additional Magnet Songs 

 
 

What Magnets Do 
(Sung to the tune of I’ve Been Working on the Railroad) 
 
We’ve been playing with our magnets, 
To see what they can do. 
 
We’ve been playing with our magnets, 
They push and pull, it’s true. 
 
North and South poles stick together, 
The same poles will repel. 
 
Magnets can pick up different objects, 
They do their job so well! 
(Adapted from Teacher Created Materials, Inc., Thematic Unit – Magnets) 
 
 
A Magnet Sticks 
(Sung to the tune of The Muffin Man) 
 
Oh do you know what a magnet sticks to, 
A magnet sticks to, a magnet sticks to. 
Oh do you know what a magnet sticks to, 
Tell me something now. 
 
A magnet sticks to a _________________, 
A ________________, a ________________. 
A magnet sticks to a _________________. 
Can you tell me how? 
 
Will a magnet stick to a _______________? 
A ____________________, a ______________? 
Will a magnet stick to a _______________? 
Y-e-e-s or no? 
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Appendix Q 

 
 

Mighty Magnet 
Award 

given to 

 
for being a  

magnet master! 
 

___________________________        _______________________ 
     Teacher            Date 


